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What is effective 
communication?



What is most 
important for 
great marketing?



agenda
elements of a message platform

how to create a message platform

tips and tools for better writing

verbal in visual context

Q&A



message platform

A description of who you are and 
your unique value organized into 
sections of written text which can be 
used in all communication channels 
in order to deliver a repeatable, 
memorable, and consistent message.



audio logo (elevator pitch)

tagline / slogan

about company

product service descriptions

proof points

talking points

FAQs

next steps: CTAs and contact info

headlines

blog article ideas and drafts

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

The Message Platform

positioning statement
mission statementvision statement



benefits
develop a unified voice

identify and strongly state your point of differentiation

a template for what to say and how to say it in any 
communication channel

be consistent  repeatable  memorable

greater confidence, clarity, and connection



goal
AWARENESS

UNKNOWN

CONSIDERATION

INVOLVEMENT

LOYALTY
+

ADVOCACY

move your customer 
along the continuum 
of awareness



anatomy of a 
message platform



audio logo (elevator pitch)

tagline / slogan

about company

product / service descriptions

proof points

talking points

FAQs

next steps: CTAs and contact info

headlines

blog article ideas and drafts

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

The Message Platform

positioning statement
mission statementvision statement



vision
how you want to be; forward-looking

mission
what you want to achieve and why

vision and mission  
statements



positioning statement
what you do / what problem you solve

who you do it for

why it’s important

what makes you different? not better, different

your main outcome(s)



audio logo (elevator pitch)
turns the positioning statement outward

needs to be spoken, therefore conversational in tone

may have different versions for different audiences 
or products / services

uses:  Facebook Page, other social media bios, author slug, press release slug



“We help people experiencing chronic issues 
like hormone imbalances and digestive 
complaints resolve their issues through 
natural and holistic medical solutions. 
Unlike conventional medicine that might only treat the 
symptoms, naturopathic medicine looks at the whole 
person and strives to uncover and address the root issue.

As a result, our patients achieve a greater 
level of wellness as well as gain the 
knowledge and tools to practice lifelong 
self-care.”

in the real world
target customer

opportunity

main  
outcomes

key  
differentiator

product/service



not required but helps reinforce the 
message 

can help clarify an esoteric business 
name or logo

uses:  headlines

tagline / slogan



about company
background & history

leadership

team composition

location

uses:  long version — website, proposals, grant applications 

short version —  ads, one-sheets, slug for press releases, author slugs, Facebook Page 
and bio for other social media



overview 
** identify the problem or opportunity

features
process or how it works
benefits / outcomes
call to action
proof points
uses:  presentations, proposals, sales sheets, grant applications

product / service description



impact stories / case studies

testimonials

reviews

references

portfolio

uses:   social media posts, articles, white papers

proof points



talking points
3-5 key take-aways; 1-2 sentences each

organization-focused and product / service-focused

make this a distinct section

these are often spoken and therefore don’t need to use 
the exact wording

uses:  presentations, social media clips



gather from every department across 
the organization

determine the approved responses

uses:  presentation / webinar, blog articles, social channels

frequently asked  
questions



calls to action (CTAs)
clear, specific next steps for every offering relevant to 
your audience

contact info
for distributed teams, multiple locations, more than one 
points of contacts

uses:  presentation / webinar, blog articles, Facebook Page 
and other social media channels

next steps



headlines & articles
headlines

discarded options for the tagline / slogan brainstorm 

product / service benefits turned into statements

ideas for articles and presentations  
and social posts

content marketing



building the 
platform



assemble your team
internal folks and possibly outside resources 

summarize your goals
established company — address a shift or an existing 
problem like lack of traction

new company — define positioning; establish presence

teams & goals



communications audit
What do you already have? What’s missing?
Where are there inconsistencies? Points of confusion?
Run a litmus test — ask: What do we do best? 

Define our brand in 30 words or less. 
Why are we unique? What are our primary differentiators? 
What are our core values? 
Who are our primary audiences? 
What is the voice of our brand?
What other brands compete for our customers? 
Where are we weak relative to competitors?



team exercises
vision and purpose exercise

My vision of the perfect world looks like…

What does change look like?

What will happen if nothing changes?

What are you doing that’s difficult?

What are you doing that people believe only you can do?

Why should anyone care about your work?

What are your primary strengths as they relate to solving the problems you address?

How do you think your organization is perceived?



team exercises
the problem statement

For  who has ,  

  .

Unlike ,   

.
(unique differentiator)

(ideal customer) (customer need/problem)

(product/service name) (primary key benefit)

(competition or alternative) (product/service name)



customer persona
first name / last name

occupation

family status and location

adjectives that describe them

activities and interests

struggles, challenges, or frustrations 

what they really want

team exercises

Denise Jones
Project Manager
47, married, mother of 2



team exercises
empathy map

say

do

pains gains

adapted from David Gray, Gamestorming

think

feel
CUSTOMER



team exercises
onesheet exercise

headline — 8 words max (why, benefits)

subheading — 12 words max (problem, did you know?, or similar)

short paragraph to expand on the problem — 3-5 sentences max

proof point(s) — testimonial, impact statement, review

how it works — the solution in a few short steps

call(s) to action



synthesize & write

find the themes and relationships

organize ideas into a hierarchy of 
information

go easy—you can’t write the wrong 
words because you’re going to write 
how you think and no one thinks in 
proper grammar



use a collaborative word processing app

consider hiring a writing professional 

involve everyone who has to sign off on language 

keep the document somewhere accessible to everyone 
— it will change 

document



improve your  
writing



writing vs. editing
these are two distinct activities that are very 
difficult to do at the same time (though nearly 
everyone tries)



humanize your language

create a customer persona and  
write for that person

speak to write

identify and remove jargon, acronyms, 
and business clichés



meaningless words & vague adverbs
effective

great

good 

impact

just 

really

very

most

final  

some

I think

so



proofread and polish
print it out

change the leading

read it out loud

hire a copywriter and/or share with a trusted colleague 
outside the organization



Thesaurus.com

TextExpander

Hemingway

Grammarly

Headline Analyzer

writing & editing tools



verbal messages 
in visual context



design impacts meaning



Writing-to-Design Process

1
brain dump

2
synthesize

3
write

4 
revise

5
design & build

7
publish / print  

/ launch

8
revise

6
revise



MICROCOPY

MACROCOPY

Content Framework
the big questions

labels for 
buttons  

and menus

form 
directions 

error 
messages

privacy 
notices and 
disclaimers

photo 
captions

payment 
instructions

product / service offering contact about (history, overview,  
team mission, vision)

blog resources FAQsproof points press & media

homepage (positioning statement, call to action)



in the real world
Accelerated Success Messaging Platform  

 

● Skills training is not as important as organisational processes and culture in getting 
things done – with the right processes and culture lesser skilled people can get better 
results (and improve their skill levels) than highly skilled people with unhelpful processes 
and culture. 

 
The core of a company are its people. I think we bring some humanity back into the 
workplace. We bring appreciation for people, for their skills and abilities and we teach them how 
to pay attention to each other so that good things can happen. People so appreciate working 
this way; once they have experienced it they don’t want to go back to the old ways of competing 
for attention and raised voices. 
 
 
Improve communication, yes, but focus more on improving collaboration 

● Communication is not always the same as collaboration. 
● Communication is critical, of course, but communication can be a one-way activity with 

messages potentially misunderstood or ignored. On the other hand, collaboration is 
always two-way activity implying a level of mutual understanding, compromise, and 
cooperation. 

 
 
Our from-the-ground-up approach starts with getting teams to work better together and middle 
managers fully transitioned into their role as integrators of vision and execution. With highly 
functional teams and managers delivering on company strategy, executive leadership is no 
longer distracted by operational firefighting which frees them up to move the company forward 
on its mission. 
 
 
 
We believe organizational and leadership development programs and tools should be designed 
to address what’s important and challenging in your context — right now. The techniques must 
be flexible and delivered in short sessions over the long term. The application of knowledge 
must foster focus, increased capability, and support execution on the ground. Traditional 
leadership courses were designed for a different era — they don’t provide what you need, when 
you need it, and they don’t help you to apply what you learn to the workplace. Our programmes 
are designed to meet your business needs. We believe in building long-term relationships which 
allow us to work with you and provide aligned, relevant, on the job development, which delivers 
a step change in business results. 
 

 
 
CENTRAL OVERVIEW 
[problem - pain  points - solution - outcomes - CTA] 
 
 
To remain relevant and resilient, a modern organization must be able to adapt to constant 
change without losing sight of its vision or its people. In a never-ending cycle of initiatives and 
iterations, it can be hard for employees to feel clear and capable. It’s hard for managers to 
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VISION 
We envision a world where companies foster profitable, productive, and harmonious 
environments that allow individuals to thrive professionally and personally.  
 
A world where:  

● People are happier, have more time for each other, and don’t need to compete for 
attention and resources. 

● People cooperate for the best outcome and want to build relationships in order to get 
things done in an enjoyable way. 

● We are able to do more, with more ease, because we pool our resources — tangible and 
intangible. Information is shared and not withheld as a source of power. Ongoing 
communication is valued and is BAU. 

● Being disruptive in order to challenge the status quo is welcomed and the response is 
curiosity not defensiveness. 

● Diversity of thought is championed rather than seen as being critical and something that 
needs to be stopped and excluded. 

● Thinking well, reflecting, and learning in order to take more informed action is taught and 
appreciated.  

● Organisations invest in teaching their people how to do all of these things well and 
understand that this is a good investment of time and money because it leads to 
improved productivity and better outcomes.  

● People are less stressed at work and have more time for their families and outside 
activities because they aren’t distracted with cleaning up messes that result from poor 
communication, a fear of change, and lack of cooperation. 

 
 
 
ELEVATOR PITCH / POSITIONING STATEMENT 
 
[ Target + their problem/issue + what you do  for them + what the outcomes are ] 
 
A rough draft: 
 
We work with organisations that are rapidly changing in order to remain competitive, where 
success requires high performing leaders who have time to focus on the important stuff, leaders 
in the middle who can successfully integrate strategy with operations and groups and teams that 
can collaborate to accomplish stuff 
  
Using practical tools to foster clear thinking and disrupt the status quo for lasting change, we 
help our clients significantly improve individual and team performance to reduce costs and 
increase profit. 
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● Leaders at the top and middle of the organisation can effectively lead change if they 
understand how to do it. Most don’t and don’t even recognize they have a knowledge 
gap. 

● Tools and techniques simplify complex situations by advancing communication and 
collaboration. 

 
 
TAGLINE / POSSIBLE HEADLINES (when tagline is not already  used) 
Leveraging leaders, key players & high potentials.  
 
Simple techniques for advanced communication and collaboration 
 
Some suggestions: 
 

Practical tools for lasting change 
  
Enabling individuals to change organisations 
  
Individual support for organisational change and growth 
  
Individual support to transform your company 
  
Working with people to change organisations 
  
Practical support for transformational change 

 
MISSION 
We’re on a mission to revolutionise workplace learning and development through advancing 
communication and collaboration so that teams work better together, managers effectively 
integrate vision and execution, and executive leaders ensure the resiliency and relevancy of 
their companies. 
 
What about … 
 
Advancing company culture so that your leaders nail vision and strategy, your middle managers 

integrate strategy with execution and your people collaborate effectively to get the job done. 
 
--- (alternates) --- 
We’re on a mission to revolutionise workplace learning and development, so organisations can 
solve their most challenging problems with teams that effectively collaborate led by managers 
who are able to sustainably and enjoyably leverage their team’s capabilities as well as their 
own. 
 
We’re on a mission to revolutionise workplace learning and development, so organisations can 
solve their most challenging problems through effective collaboration within teams and across 
departments and managers who are able to sustainably and enjoyably leverage their team’s 
capabilities as well as their own. 
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○ We bring equality, inclusion, respect, and collaboration to organisations 
 

● Self modeling 
○ We also aim to model what we do – if we are teaching collaboration we work in a 

collaborative way and use a good collaboration tool. If I’m teaching people to 
coach, I coach them etc. 

● Proven 
○ Genuine quick, sustainable, low cost change that works where other solutions 

have failed. Our programme can actually significantly move the needle on 
collaboration, whereas other approaches can’t. 

○ We have a track record of being able to do this in different sectors. 
○ We’ve been doing this for X years 
○ Here are the case studies and testimony 

PERSPECTIVE 
Idea #1:  
An organization’s lack of productivity, under-utilization, disharmony, and inability to execute on 
strategy is a result of: 

● teams who aren’t collaborating among themselves and across departments 
○ Poor collaboration is not a result of a deficit in skills, inadequate software, 

or a need to re-engineer the company. It’s the result of having no game 
plan and no on-the-job support to implement it.  

○ Restructuring departments, buying communication tools, or ramping up 
skills training seems like practical ways to address collaboration 
problems. But the majority of the time, instead of enabling people to do 
more and better, such “solutions” only add layers of complexity to an 
already complex situation.  

○ You already know how to collaborate with others; you learned this as a 
child (i.e. Woodcraft Folk story). Most teams are already adequately 
skilled, too. Teams need tools to help them harness their inherent 
potential to effectively collaborate in the workplace and to fully utilize the 
talent that already exists. 

● managers who weren’t trained and supported as they transitioned from being 
someone responsible only for their individual performance to someone now 
responsible for the performance of others which directly reflects perception of 
their own performance, an inherent shift of control 

● leaders who are overwhelmed by the stresses that originate from the problems 
among teams and their managers 

 
Organizations want to have skilled and effective managers (Leadership and Managers) that 
enable the people below them (Teams) to profitably and sustainably deliver the company 
strategy. This is what enables the company to be successful. 
 
 
Idea #2:  
Lasting change requires a disruption of current processes and systems so as to create 
space for new ways of thinking and doing.  

● Change is implemented through practical tools, working in real-life, real-world situations. 
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them in the workplace – we know what the tools are for and how to 
translate them so people can put them into use. I think many 
organisations fail to do that – a tool is learned out of context so it is hard 
to apply and participants don’t know when or how to use it. We do the 
translation for them – we tell them which context to use it  in and then 
support on the job learning and improvement over time. 

● Disrupt current processes and mindsets in order to create the space for change 
○ Organisations need to realise they have to give permission to their people to 

make the changes they see as necessary and allow them to get on with it. 
○ Suggesting change is often perceived as a criticism of the status-quo, so how 

you propose and influence change matters 
■ Change is best achieved when the people concerned are engaged in 

building the solution and even then someone needs to be in charge of 
keeping it moving until it sticks. When people feel ‘done to’ they resist. 

○ The space for change allows executives to shift their focus from operational 
firefighting to innovation. It allows managers and teams to more effectively work 
together. 

○ Change disappears if it isn’t embedded; people go back to their old ways 
■ We help people keep thinking about ‘How do I do this? How do I do it 

better next time round?’ so on the job performance improves and changes 
and new practices get into their DNA. 

■ we provide on-the-job support over a 3 month period to ensure 
participants can plan, do and review collaborative actions multiple times 
to embed the changes and make them part of the culture. 

○ You have to show people the roadmap and help them take the steps to make 
change work 

■ People are often overwhelmed during times of change and can only cope 
with small steps, slowly at first and it always takes longer than you hope 

○ Change is an emotional business and emotions have to be attended to. Most 
people either don’t know this or decide to ignore it 

○ includes challenging the usual solutions and identifying what objections to 
changes are 

● Innovative, Cross-disciplinary 
○ We have also taken approaches and ideas from many different disciplines  – 

psychology, adult learning, neuroscience, group dynamics, systems thinking, 
critical thinking, self-reflection for increased self-awareness, coaching and 
mentoring — to create our programs. 

○ It’s different to traditional approaches. Our competitors don’t offer a comparable 
service. They offer: 

■ Long academic courses and qualifications. 
■ Consultancy services. 
■ Short courses. 
■ Virtual training courses. 
■ Collaboration software and training 

○ without applying the tools and methodology to real-world situations that the 
clients are dealing with. 

○ Our solution is a combination of consultancy, training, online training, 1to1 and 
group coaching and working with the client organisation to implement effectively. 
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● practical tools tied to measurable results 
○ Working with people where they currently are, addressing their immediate 

challenges: 
■ Tapping into the resources you already have 
■ People at meetings who never talk but have something valuable to 

contribute 
■ People at meetings who talk all the time and may have something 

valuable to contribute but their voice dominates the situation and unduly 
influences decisions. 

■ Individuals who excel at their job so much so that they are promoted to 
management, often thrown into their new role without adequate time, 
training, and support to transition and thrive in their new environment. 
Consequently they may be perceived as bad managers or their team is 
perceived as lacking skills and effectiveness. 

■ People who work for managers that were great as colleagues but are 
ineffective as managers because they haven’t been properly trained and 
supported in their new role. 

○ Addressing problems in the middle will alleviate the stress executive leaders feel 
and the pressure they push down the line thus breaking the pressure<-->stress 
cycle between teams and leaders. 

○ On-the-job support to learn, plan, implement and review multiple times 
throughout a programme, embedding best practices for sustainable success. 

○ Tied to measurable results 
■ Ongoing measurement of results against individual and company success 

measures – our clients see improvements in collaboration and the results 
they get because of it immediately. 

■ Final measurement of results against individual and company success 
measures. 

■ Helping our clients understand the results they have achieved 
● Simple, practical techniques for advanced communication and collaboration 

○ Easy to learn and do with significant impact 
○ delivers the knowledge and know-how without participants having to do a 

Masters and teaching it on the job, in bite-sized pieces, while supporting on-going 
adoption of new practices so that change sticks. 

○ take good academic learning and research and use it to create practical 
products. We have the academic understanding but we don’t really need to pass 
this on in order for clients to be able to use what we offer, so we don’t do a lot of 
academic teaching. We do enough to enable people to get the point. We use it to 
build practical solutions that are understandable and usable and can be put into 
practice on the job. 

○ We aren’t offering any of the bells and whistles that complex development or 
culture change programs offer – no psychometric tests, no profiling tools, no 
fancy acronyms or models. To say that we are going back to basics is misleading 
because what we are teaching isn’t basic – it is advanced communication and 
facilitation capability and a mature capability to manage and contain your own 
contribution to allow for the greater contribution overall.  

○ Put the tools and methodology into context: 
■ One thing we do well is to take concepts and tools and know how to apply 
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EDITORIAL GUIDELINES/QUESTIONS 
● Spelling for the word “program”? — Use 'programme' rather than 'program' 
● We’ll need to convert all Am. English spelling to UK version 
● Participants vs. champions? 
● Do we want to mention the Alligator Handbook book? Would work in the About Us 

section 
 
 
KEY MESSAGES TO CONVEY 

● Real-world,  real-time application of cross-discipline theory and methodology—backed by 
science, stats, as well as on the ground experience  

● Advanced techniques that do not add to the complexity of a client’s situation  
● This work is necessary (the alternative is continued pain and loss) and it gets results 
● Poor collaboration is not a lack of skills; it’s a lack of opportunity. People generally have 

the skill and motivation to collaborate but lack the opportunity to actually do it. This is 
Because the organisation is seen as the provider of opportunities, such as work 
structure, resources, etc, individuals and teams think they can’t create opportunities 
because the status quo is fixed and they don’t know how to change it. The real answer 
to poor collaboration is working with individuals and teams to create new opportunities 
for cooperation.  

● Star performers transitioned to managers need support and training in their new role in 
order to leverage their potential and that of their teams. 

● It’s about collaboration vs. communication. Communication is critical, of course, but 
communication can be a one-way activity with messages potentially misunderstood or 
ignored. On the other hand, collaboration is always two-way activity implying a level of 
mutual understanding, compromise, and cooperation. 

● Disruption is required for to make the space for change. 
● Breaking the pressure<-->stress cycle creates opportunities for teams to work effectively 

and frees up executive leaders from operational firefighting. 
● Make abstract concepts concrete and relatable, especially in terms of the pain and costs: 

○ Tapping into the resources you already have 
○ People at meetings who never talk but have something valuable to contribute 
○ People at meetings who talk all the time and may have something valuable to 

contribute but their voice dominates the situation and unduly influences 
decisions. 

○ Individuals who excel at their job so much so that they are promoted to 
management, often thrown into their new role without adequate time, training, 
and support to transition and thrive in their new environment. Consequently they 
may be perceived as bad managers or their team is perceived as lacking skills 
and effectiveness. 

○ People who work for managers that were great as colleagues but are ineffective 
as managers because they haven’t been properly trained and supported in their 
new role. 

○  
 
POSITIONING 
Main ideas for positioning: 
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writing is the key to:
the clarity and confidence you want to feel 

and the connection you want to make

a message platform is the foundation for all your marketing:
it’s the place to start

it’s the place to go back to

it’s the place to build from

in summary…



further help
product/service descriptions

to overhaul, reposition, build out

$495 for up to two products/services

tiny tutorials
to get them: lisa@paraphrasecomm.com

lisa@ 
paraphrasecomm.com 

503.345.3384


